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Control-M

End-to-end orchestration across multi-cloud

End-to-end orchestration of
complex workflows across hybrid
cloud environments
Complete workflow orchestration
functionality – All Control-M features
for workflow development, scheduling,
management, and integration can run
in the cloud
Native support for popular services
such as AWS Lambda, AWS Step
Functions, AWS Batch, Amazon S3,
Azure Logic Apps, Azure Functions
and Azure Batch. Easy and intuitive
integration with additional AWS,
Azure and Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) services via Control-M
Application Integrator.
Automated provisioning –
Organizations that want to run
Control-M on AWS or Azure can
have it configured and ready in minutes

BENEFITS
End-to-end visibility of workflows
across hybrid cloud environments
Standardized and simplified
automation no matter which
cloud technology is used
Faster deployment of cloud with
a workflow orchestration solution
across on-premises, public and
private clouds
Run Control-M on leading public
cloud platforms—at the speed of
business. Control-M environments
are provisioned on cloud platforms
within minutes

DESCRIPTION
Control-M integrates, automates and orchestrates application workflows across
on-premises, private and public cloud environments, so your jobs get delivered on time,
every time. With a single unified view you can orchestrate all your workflows, including
file transfers, applications, data sources and infrastructure with a rich library of plug-ins.
Easily provisioned in the cloud, Control-M leverages the ephemeral capabilities of cloudbased services.
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Companies today are increasingly challenged with delivering digital services faster than
ever before. This need for speed has driven companies to shorten the time for delivering
the applications that power modern digital services. Public cloud providers have innovated
to provide services that allow provisioning of platform and infrastructure in virtually a singleclick operation, with unmatched scalability and flexibility. With infrastructure provisioning
down to minutes, companies are now looking for ways to achieve the same level of agility
to install and configure applications that need to run on the cloud platform.
BMC SOLUTION
Control-M simplifies workflow orchestration across hybrid cloud environments.
Configure and run on Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Microsoft Azure with fast
and easy provisioning and with native support for popular services such as AWS Lambda,
AWS Step Functions, AWS Batch, Amazon S3, Azure Logic Apps, Azure Batch and more.
Users get full Control-M capabilities, including file transfer management, plus the elasticity,
scalability, and high availability of leading cloud platforms.
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CAPABILITIES
Hybrid cloud support
Orchestrate workflows across on-premises datacenters, hybrid, and public, private, and
multi-cloud environments
Integration with AWS services
Native support for AWS Lambda, AWS Step Functions, AWS Batch, Amazon S3 and
AWS SQS and SNS. Easy and intuitive access to additional AWS services via Control-M
Application Integrator.
Integration with Microsoft Azure services
Native support for Azure Logic Apps, Azure Functions, and Azure Batch. Easy and
intuitive access to additional Azure services via Control-M Application Integrator.
Control-M Application Integrator authentication
For Google Cloud Platform (GCP), AWS and Microsoft Azure.
Amazon Web Services support
Quick setup and deployment of Control-M core components via AWS Marketplace
include EC2 machine and Postgres RDS.
Azure support
Run Control-M on the Azure public cloud using a simple VM extension.
Support diverse configurations
Start from applications (agents) to Control-M fully deployed on the cloud.
Full Control-M functionality
Control-M offers customers running their workflows in the cloud all the advanced
orchestration features of Control-M. You get an enterprise-class workflow orchestration
product for complete lifecycle management.

START YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION TODAY
To learn more please visit bmc.com/control-m-cloud

About BMC
From core to cloud to edge, BMC delivers the software and services that enable over 10,000 global customers, including 84% of the Forbes Global 100,
to thrive in their ongoing evolution to an Autonomous Digital Enterprise.
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